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Transfer entropy in information theory was recently shown [Phys. Rev. E 102, 012404 (2020)] to
enable us to elucidate the interaction domain among interacting particles solely from an ensemble of
trajectories. There, only pairs of particles whose distances are shorter than some distance variable,
termed cutoff distance, are taken into account in the computation of transfer entropies. The predic-
tion performance in capturing the underlying interaction domain is subject to noise level exerted on
the particles and the sufficiency of statistics of the interaction events. In this paper, the dependence
of the prediction performance is scrutinized systematically on noise level and the length of trajecto-
ries by using a modified Vicsek model. The larger the noise level and the shorter the time length of
trajectories, the more the derivative of average transfer entropy fluctuates, which makes it difficult
to identify the interaction domain in terms of the position of global minimum of the derivative of
average transfer entropy. A measure to quantify the degree of strong convexity at coarse-grained
level is proposed. It is shown that the convexity score scheme can identify the interaction distance
fairly well even while the position of global minimum of the derivative of average transfer entropy
does not.
I. INTRODUCTION
Collective migration is the synchronized movement of
agents emerging from the mutual interactions between
them [1, 2]. One of the basic properties of collective mo-
tion is that the movement of an individual is influenced
by the movement of other individuals in its local vicin-
ity and/or through long range interactions, e.g., via some
signals such as chemicals emitted by cells. At the cellular
level, collective motion can be observed in wound heal-
ing, cancer development, and organogenesis [3–5]. The
question of how microscopic interactions between agents
regulate the macroscopic group behavior is one of the
most intriguing subjects [6]. This is closely related to the
problem of causal inference within systems composed of
many agents.
For the qualitative understanding of collective motion,
a variety of simulation models have been proposed such
as the Reynolds’ flocking model [7], the Vicsek model
(VM) [8], and the Couzin model [9]. Among these, the
VM has been widely used to study various dynamics of
collectively moving self-propelled particles, such as sym-
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2metry breaking [10, 11], phase transition [8, 12], and clas-
sification of leaders and followers [13, 14]. In the VM,
each particle moves with a constant speed and its the
direction is determined by the average direction of mo-
tion of its neighboring particles in the presence of noise
[15–17]. In other words, a moving particle interacts only
with the particles within a distance of R as it would via
direct interactions but also via signal transduction such
as chemicals.
One of the possible drivers of collectively moving
agents is the presence of influential individuals, some-
times referred to as ‘leaders’, who control the movement
of the other individuals, referred to as the ‘followers’.
Leader-follower relationships have been studied in a fish
shoal [18], troops of baboons [19], in a colony of honey bee
[20] and so forth. At the cellular level, it has been stud-
ied that collective migration of MDCK epithelial cells
[21, 22], wound healing [23], cancer growth in breast [24],
etc., are regulated by the leader cells.
Identifying leader and follower agents is a challenging
endeavor. First and foremost, one must identify what
it means to be a leader. Based on asymmetric nature
of influence on activities among entities, in this article,
we define a ‘leader’ as an entity which more influences
(on average) on the activity of the other entities (termed
‘followers’). Once leadership has been defined, various
types of empirical data, e.g., ensembles of trajectories
of agents, can be used to infer the differential influence
in interaction and identify leader-follower relationships.
By definition, leaders are expected to be more persua-
sive compared to the followers. Since followers follow
the movement of leaders, some correlation should exist
between some physical quantity related to a leader and
that related to a follower with a certain time delay, as
information cannot travel from a leader to a follower at
infinite speed.
To measure causal influence among multivariate time
series, information theory provides a variety of ap-
proaches [25]. Some of the typical quantities used are mu-
tual information [26], time-delayed mutual information
[27], transfer entropy [27], and causation entropy [28].
These quantities have been computed using time lapse
motion data of moving individuals to determine the di-
rections of influence. For example, it was found by using
a zebrafish interaction model that net transfer entropy
is a more accurate classifier than extreme-event synchro-
nization and cross-correlation for classifying leaders and
followers [13]. In swarms of bats, transfer entropy was
used to demonstrate that there exists a leader-follower
relationship between the front bat and the rear bat [29].
Using the trajectories of handball players, it was showed
that transfer entropy is capable of capturing the causal
relationships between players [30].
In the above-mentioned studies, all pairs of agents are
taken into account at every time instance to evaluate
transfer entropy irrespective of the distance between the
agents. This is not necessarily an optimal use of the data
available for capturing the underlying leader-follower re-
lationship, given that the interaction domain is known.
It was shown, using a modified VM, that the classifica-
tion scores of leaders and followers significantly increase
upon incorporating the identified interaction domain in-
formation compared to the conventional way of trans-
fer entropy estimation where the distance between the
agents is not taken into account [31]. When two parti-
cles come into their interaction domain, they may share
or transfer information which results in some change in
their motion such as the direction of motion. As the dis-
tance between them exceeds the interaction radius, the
amount of information flow decreases and goes to zero at
the limit of the distance being infinity in a fluctuating
environment. This methodology requires that the inter-
action domain is known, which may not be the case. A
new scheme has been proposed to estimate the underly-
ing interaction domain from the trajectories of particles
to monitor the change in transfer entropy as a function
of the distance between them, called cutoff distance λ. It
was demonstrated that the derivative of average trans-
fer entropy (and also cross correlation) with respect to
λ has a minimum near the interaction domain, by which
one can identify the underlying interaction domain from
a set of trajectories [31].
The scheme is dependent on how transfer entropy can
be estimated so that it takes into account enough statis-
tics of interacting particles, and positions and numbers
of the minimum of the derivative of average transfer en-
tropy along the cutoff distance λ may also be subject to
the extent of external noise and time length of trajec-
tories. In this paper, we scrutinize how the prediction
performance in capturing the underlying interaction do-
main depends on the size of noise and time length of the
trajectory data. We also examine an alternative scheme
expected to be stable against noises and time length, that
relies on the degree of convexity at coarse-grained scale in
the derivative of average transfer entropy along the cut-
off distance, and time variance of underlying interaction
radius of particles.
II. IDENTIFICATION OF LEADERS AND
FOLLOWERS
Transfer Entropy (TE) from time series of a stochas-
tic variable X = {..., xt−1, xt, xt+1, ...} to time series of
another stochastic variable Y = {..., yt−1, yt, yt+1, ...} is
defined as [27]:
TEX→Y = I(yt+τ ;xt|yt),
=
∑
yt+τ ,yt,xt
p(yt+τ , yt, xt) log2(
p(yt+τ |yt, xt)
p(yt+τ |yt) ),
= H(yt+τ |yt)−H(yt+τ |yt, xt), (1)
where τ is the time lag between the two time instants
and H(.|.) represents the conditional Shannon entropy
[26]. TE is proven to be non-negative. A positive value
of TX→Y is considered to indicate the causal influence
3of X on Y [32]. For a pair of agents X and Y , the net
transfer entropy from X to Y , defined as NTEX→Y =
TEX→Y − TEY→X can be used to infer the direction of
causal influence. A positive NTEX→Y may indicate that
Y follows X, which quantifies the causal direction from
X to Y .
As a classifier to differentiate leaders and followers, the
average net transfer entropy is used, which is denoted as
χ and defined for a given particle i as follows:
χ(i) =
1
N − 1
∑
j(6=i)
(TEi→j − TEj→i),
where TEi→j represents TE from the particle i to j and
N is the total number of particles in the system. The
value of χ(i) for each particle i is compared to a selected
threshold value . A particle for which χ(i) is higher
than the threshold  is identified as a leader, otherwise
it is identified as a follower. The resulting classifica-
tion is compared to the ground truth to obtain the true-
positive rate and the false-positive rate for the chosen
. To show the classification performance of a classi-
fier receiver-operating characteristic curve is used. It is
obtained by plotting the true positive rate versus false
positive rate at different values of  [13]. In order to
quantify the accuracy of the classifier's performance and
to compare the performance of different classifiers, area
under receiver-operating characteristic curve (AUC) has
been used [33]. An AUC score of 1.0 means that that
classifier accurately predicts the identities of the parti-
cles whereas a value of 0.5 means that the classifier has
no class separation capacity whatsoever.
III. MODIFIED VICSEK MODEL
Similar to the standard VM [8], we consider that N
self-propelled particles are moving with the same con-
stant speed v0 in a two-dimensional square box of length
L with periodic boundary conditions, and at time t = 0
the particles are positioned and oriented randomly. At
time t+ 1, the position of ith particle is denoted by ~rt+1i
is updated at each time step ∆t as:
~rt+1i = ~r
t
i + ~v
t
i∆t, (2)
where ~rti denotes the position of ith particle at time t, and
~vti represents the corresponding velocity of the particle
with an absolute speed v0 and a direction given by the
angle θi(t). This angle is obtained from the following
equation:
θi(t+ 1) = 〈θ(t)〉R,w ,~rti + ∆θi. (3)
Here 〈θ(t)〉R,w ,~rti is the weighted orientation aver-
aged over particles (including the particle i itself),
which are within a circle of radius R centered on
the position ~rti of the particle i at time t, computed
by arctan
[∑′
j wji sin θj(t)/
∑′
j wji cos θj(t)
]
where
∑′
takes over all j satisfying | ~rti − ~rtj |≤ R [31]. w is a
matrix whose element wij corresponds to the interaction
strength that the particle i exhibits on its neighboring
particle j. If the particle i is a leader and j is a follower,
then wij > wji. Also the interaction strength of a par-
ticle i on itself is 1.0 i.e., wii = 1.0. We set the values
of leaders' and followers' interaction strengths to 1.05
and 1.00, respectively. ∆θi represents random number
at time t which can be chosen with a uniform probabil-
ity distribution from the interval [−η0/2, η0/2], where η0
may be considered as a temperature-like parameter. The
total time length is designated by T during which trans-
fer entropies are estimated between leader and follower
particles.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of cutoff distance. Ovals repre-
sent moving particles. θi, θj , and θk represent the direction of
motion of receptive particles at time t and R is the interaction
radius. λ1 and λ2 exemplify two different cutoff distances.
For example, for the cutoff distance λ = λ1, the actual dis-
tance between the particles i and j at this time instance is
larger than λ1, and hence, their orientation information is not
considered for TE calculation between them even though the
particles are located within each other’s interaction domain
(likewise the orientational information between the particle
i and k is not taken into account in the computation of TE
at λ = λ1). But for λ = λ2, particles j and k are both lo-
cated within the distance of λ2 from particle i. Hence the
orientation information of θk and θi and that of θj and θi
are considered to compute TE irrespective of the underlying
interaction radius R.
In the VM each particle moves with a constant speed
v0. In this paper the value of v0 is set to be 0.3 arb.
units. It was found that in the range of 0.05 ≤ v0 ≤ 0.9
the classification scores of leader and follower were almost
the same. Though the speed is the same for all particles,
particles change their direction of motion over time. In
case of a leader-follower pair of particles, because of the
domination of the leader, the follower particle changes its
direction towards the leader's headings. Hence orienta-
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Figure 2. Classification scores of different numbers of particles at different noise levels. (a) Fixed box size. Density changes
with different number of particles: ρ = 0.02 arb. units (N = 2), 0.06 (N = 6), 0.10 (N = 10), and 0.15 (N = 15). (b) Fixed
density as 0.1 arb. units. Box size changes with different number of particles: L = 4.47 arb. units (N = 2), 7.75 (N = 6), 10
(N = 10), and 12.25 (N = 15).
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Figure 3. AUC landscape at different time length for different interaction radius and interaction strength. (a) AUC landscape
corresponds to η0 = 1.2pi arb. units and wLF = 1.05 arb. units. AUC value increases as the time length and interaction radius
R increase. (b) AUC landscape correspond to η0 = 1.2pi and R = 1. For this analysis wFL = 1 is fixed and wLF were varied.
Similar behaviors were observed at other noise levels (not shown).
tion of particles is used to compute transferred informa-
tion between them. In this paper, the orientation space
[0 : 2pi] is discretized into six bins of equal size which are
represented by unique symbols [31].
In Eq. (3) the orientation of the particle i at time
(t + 1) depends largely on the orientation of itself and
nearby particles at time t. The delay time τ is set to be
1 for the estimation of TE throughout this paper. All
analyses were performed with 1000 realizations and for
each realization the values of ~rti and ~r
t
i at time t = 0 are
chosen randomly in Eq. (2). In this paper box size L,
number of particles N , time length T , interaction radius
R, are varied to check their effect on classification score.
IV. CUTOFF DISTANCE
Knowledge of the interaction domain greatly improves
the classification of leaders and followers. In practice,
however, one does not know the interaction domain for
a group of animals, cells, or birds a priori. To deduce
it from an ensemble of trajectories, the ‘cutoff distance
variable’ λ was introduced [31]. In this problem setting,
the interaction domain is considered as a circle of radius
R, which is unknown, however, in general the same tech-
nique can be applied to infer an interaction domain of
any shape. Then for the estimation of TE, the cutoff
distance λ is defined as a distance up to which the in-
teractions between particles are taken into consideration
[Figure 1]. In other words, for the estimation of TE from
the ‘symbolic time series’ of a particle to another, the
5probability distributions are estimated only at the time
instance t when the distance between those two particles
is less than the cutoff distance λ. Finally the value of
λ is varied and TE between particles is computed as a
function of λ. Whenever there is no mention of a cutoff
distance λ, e.g. in Section V, it means that the distance
information between particles is not considered which is
the conventional way of TE computation [13, 29].
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Figure 4. Distributions of the classifiers χTE(/bits) from the
leader to the others, and those from a follower to the others
for R = 3, η0 = 1.2pi, and (a) T = 100, 000 arb. units, (b)
T = 50, 000, (c) T = 25, 000, and (d) T = 12, 000.
Figure 2 shows the AUC classification score (=the ex-
tent of how leader and followers are correctly classified
from their orientation dynamics) with different numbers
of particles N and noise levels η0. Here, only one particle
serves as a leader and the other (N−1) particles serve as
followers, under the constraint of box size L [Fig. 2(a)]
or density ρ [Fig. 2(b)]. At low noise level η0 ∼ 0 and
very high level η0 > 1.5pi, the distributions of transfer
entropies χTE from leader to follower and vice versa over
1000 realizations were found to significantly overlap with
each other, which makes differentiation between leader
and follower difficult. The low AUC at very low noise
level arises from the fact that particles fall into some
concerted motion very quickly dependent solely on ini-
tial configurations, resulting in insufficient sampling of
orientational dynamics, and in turn the low AUC at very
high noise arises from overshadowing of the interactions
by random noises [31]. As the number of particles in-
creases, the AUC score decreases in both fixed box size
and fixed density cases. This is because, in any pair of
Figure 5. Distributions of the classifiers χTE(/bits) from the
leader to the others, and those from a follower to the others
for T = 100, 000, η0 = 1.2pi, and (a) R = 4.0, (b) R = 3.0, (c)
R = 2.0, and (d) R = 1.0.
particles for which TE is evaluated, their motions are
also influenced by the other particles, and the more the
number of particles increases, the more the motions of
the particles in question are influenced by the third (or
higher) particle. Compared the fixed box size case to the
fixed density case, the AUC score for the fixed box size
quickly drops to 0.5 (corresponding to a coin toss) around
η0 ∼ 1.5pi than those for the fixed density condition. It
suggests that, as the density gets higher, the motion of
particles in any pair are more influenced by additional
particles.
The effects of time length T , interaction radius R, and
leaders' interaction strength wLF on classification score
are shown in Fig. 3. In this analysis 10 particles were
used, with one serving as a leader and the other 9 par-
ticles as followers. In Fig. 3(a) we varied time length
T and interaction radius R. It is shown that the AUC
score increases with T and R. For shorter T , due to in-
sufficient sampling in characterizing leader-follower inter-
action relationship, the distributions of χTE from leader
to the others and from follower to the others have higher
variance as shown in Fig. 4. As a result, it is difficult
to distinguish leader and followers for short T . As T
increases, due to more exploration of interaction events
between leader and followers, the variance of leaders’ and
followers’ distributions gets smaller, making the classifi-
cation easier. Figure 5 shows, in turn, the interaction
radius R dependency on distributions of the classifiers
χTE. Larger R allows particles to be taken into ac-
count in elucidating the leader-follower interaction rela-
tionship, which produces easily distinguishable distribu-
tions of leader and followers as shown in Fig. 5(a). In
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Figure 6. AUC landscape for different numbers of particles at different cutoffs. Actual interaction radius R used for the
trajectory calculation is 3.0 and the noise is η0 =
pi
2
. (a) Fixed box size. The highest AUC scores and their locations are: 0.999
at λ = 3.25 arb. units (N = 2), 0.984 at λ = 3.25 (N = 4), 0.946 at λ = 3.0 (N = 6), 0.926 at λ = 3.25 (N = 8), 0.903 at
λ = 3.0 (N = 10), 0.878 at λ = 3.0 (N = 12), and 0.846 at λ = 3.0 (N = 15). (b) Fixed density. The highest AUC scores and
their locations are: 0.999 at λ = 3.0 (N = 2), 0.986 at λ = 3.25 (N = 4), 0.947 at λ = 3.0 (N = 6), 0.921 at λ = 3.0 (N = 8),
0.897 at λ = 3.0 (N = 10), 0.870 at λ = 3.0 (N = 12), and 0.851 at λ = 3.0 (N = 15).
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Figure 7. Derivative of average TE for different time length along with local minima and identified interaction radius based on
global minimum scheme at (a) η0 = 0.2pi, (b) η0 = 1.2pi and (c) η0 = 1.8pi. The actual interaction radius R used for ensemble
of trajectories is 3. Circles represent all local minima and filled-circles represent the identified interaction radius at each time
length T .
contrast, whenR is smaller, the χTE distributions of lead-
ers and followers overlap each other more with smaller
variance, making the classification more difficult.
In Fig. 3(b) we set R = 1.0 and varied time length and
interaction strength of leader on follower wLF. In this
analysis followers’ interaction strength is set to 1.0, i.e.,
wFL = wFF = 1.0. Hence wLF = 1.0 represents no leader
case that produces AUC close to 0.5 as expected. As the
wLF increases AUC value also increases as the leader is
getting more influential on followers which makes classi-
fication easier even at short time length.
How does the predictability of interaction radius by
using TE with cutoff distance depend on the number of
particles? Figure 6 represents the AUC landscape as a
function of number of particles N and cutoff distance λ.
Figure 6(a) corresponds to a fixed box size (i.e. density
is changing with N), whereas Fig. 6(b) represents the
systems having same density (i.e. L is changing with
N). The actual interaction radius used to simulate the
trajectories of the particles was R = 3 and noise was set
to η0 =
pi
2 . Although at each N the maximum AUCs
are located at the underlying interaction radius R = 3.0,
and the maximum AUC score is higher than the con-
ventional no-cutoff scheme corresponding to R = 5
√
2,
the maximum AUC decreases as the number of parti-
cles increases due to the increase of indirect interactions
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Figure 8. Derivative of average TE for different time lengths along with the identified interaction radius based on convexity
score scheme at (a) η0 = 0.2pi, (b) η0 = 1.2, pi and (c) η0 = 1.8pi for {n} = {n|1 ≤ n ≤ 50} and {M} = {M |2 ≤M ≤ 30} and
δ = 1× 10−6.
between particles. Similar behaviors are observed at dif-
ferent interaction radius R and noise levels (not shown
here).
How can one infer the underlying interaction radius
solely from ensembles of trajectories? Recently, a sim-
ple scheme has been proposed [31] to infer the underly-
ing interaction distance from ensembles of trajectories,
based on the existence of a significant decrease in aver-
aged transfer entropy when cutoff distance λ exceeds the
underlying interaction radius. The interaction distance
is inferred as that where the minimum of the derivatives
exists along the cutoff distance λ:
Rˆ ≡ argminλ
d〈TE〉λ
dλ
,
under the condition of d
2〈TE〉λ
dλ2 = 0. In practice, the
length of trajectories may not be long enough and shorter
length tends to result in a fluctuation in the course of TE
along the cutoff distance λ, resulting in apparent minima.
Figure 7 shows the derivative of average TE as a func-
tion of cutoff distance λ, denoted by d〈TE〉λdλ for interac-
tion radius R = 3 at (a) η0 = 0.2pi, (b) η0 = 1.2pi, and (c)
η0 = 1.8pi for different T . Here circles represent all local
minima and the filled-circles represent the global mini-
mum identified as the interaction radius. In Figs. 7(b)
and 7(c) for relatively short T = 25, 000 or less, d〈TE〉λdλ
as a function of λ has the global minimum at low λ. The
locations of these global minima for short time length
change with T and they vanish when T is longer, and
the longer T = 50, 000 − 100, 000 both result in a close
value of the underlying interaction radius R = 3. This
implies that to look for global minimum of derivative of
transfer entropy may not necessarily result in an approx-
imation of the true interaction radius especially for some
short T at high noise levels.
In this paper, we present another scheme expected
to be robust against fluctuations of average transfer en-
tropies along the cutoff distance by introducing a mea-
sure to quantify the degree of strong convexity at coarse-
grained level, and time variance of underlying interaction
radius of particles as follows.
Note in the insets of Fig. 7 that the shape of d〈TE〉λdλ
as a function of λ is (strongly) convex near the actual
interaction radius irrespective of time length T . This in-
dicates that the derivative of transfer entropy as a func-
tion of cutoff distance can shed light on the underlying
spatial scale of interactions among particles. However, it
is not trivial to devise a scheme to automatically infer
the interaction radius. Since d〈TE〉λdλ as a function of λ is
convex near the interaction radius, a measure of convex-
ity of d〈TE〉λdλ is versatile in determining the interaction
radius. In general, due to noise, d〈TE〉λdλ can be fluctu-
ated, producing apparent convex patterns locally. Thus
in defining the convexity score, it is necessary to cap-
ture the non-local feature of d〈TE〉λdλ rather than the local
feature that may be subject to noise(s). We define the
convexity score κ(λi) of a function f(λ) at a point λi as
κ(λi) =
1
M
∑M
m=1 σi(m) where σi(m) = +1 if f(λi−m)−
f(λi) > δ and f(λi+m) − f(λi) > δ and σi(m) = −1 if
f(λi)− f(λi−m) > δ and f(λi)− f(λi+m) > δ, otherwise
σi(m) = 0. Here δ is a non-negative small number and
M is the number of neighboring points used to determine
the convexity score, and −1 ≤ κ(λi) ≤ 1. As the function
of f(λ) we employ a simple moving averaged d〈TE〉λdλ with
an interval n: f(λi) = 1/n
∑n−1
j=0 d〈TE〉λ/dλ|λ=λi+j .
Thus, around a point λi where
d〈TE〉λ
dλ is convex at
some coarse-grained level κ(i) is close to unity. Hence
the point λi around which κ(λi) is the maximum is con-
sidered to be an indicator of the interaction radius above
which average transfer entropy between particles signifi-
cantly decreases.
How to choose the optimal n, M , and δ? We
define the estimated interaction radius Rˆ as Rˆ ≡
8Figure 9. Relative error Rˆ in identifying underlying interaction domain using global minimum scheme at (a) η0 = 0.2pi, (b)
η0 = 1.2pi, and (c) η0 = 1.8pi. Cross-marked boxes ‘NaN’ mean that any minimum of derivatives was not detected.
Figure 10. Relative error Rˆ in identifying underlying interaction domain using convexity score scheme with δ = 1× 10−6 and
{n} = {n|1 ≤ n ≤ 50}, {M} = {M |2 ≤ M ≤ 30} at (a) η0 = 0.2pi, (b) η0 = 1.2pi, and (c) η0 = 1.8pi. Cross-marked boxes
‘NaN’ mean that the no point was detected having non-zero convexity score κ.
argmaxλκ(n,M ;T ), where T represents the time length.
Then the cost function is defined as
C(n,M) ≡
∑
T
∑
T ′
|Rˆ(n,M ;T )− Rˆ(n,M ;T ′)|, (4)
by assuming that the interaction radius is inde-
pendent of time, i.e., time-invariant, and there ex-
ists (approximately) sufficient statistics for each time
length in elucidating the interaction events. The
parameters (n,M) is determined so that (n,M) =
argminn∈{n},M∈{M}C(n,M). Here the sets of n and M
to be searched for finding optimal n and M , {n} and
{M}, are those users need to input a priori. Note that
for some time length T , Rˆ(n,M ;T ) could not be chosen
uniquely due to the degeneracy of κ(n,M ;T ) and also
Rˆ(n,M ;T ) could become undefined when d〈TE〉λdλ curve
does not has any strongly convex part. In both the cases,
we exclude such T in Eq. (4) to compute the cost function
C(n,M) in defining optimal n and M . We also varied
δ = 0, 1×10−8, 1×10−6, 1×10−4 (arb. units) and found
that within this range of δ has no significant effect on the
estimation of interaction radius.
Figures 9 and 10 show the relative errors (∆R) in
identifying the underlying interaction domain using the
global minimum of the derivative of transfer entropy and
convexity score scheme, respectively, as a function of time
length and interaction radius at three different noise lev-
els. Here relative error (∆R) is defined as ∆R = |R−Rˆ|R ,
where Rˆ is the identified interaction radius using either
of the two schemes.
For the global minimum (of TE derivative) scheme
[Fig. 9], there exists a clear trend such that the larger
the noise level the larger the relative error, and as the
time length T decreases, the relative errors are more pro-
nounced for relatively large noise levels η0 = 1.2pi−1.8pi.
Because of the appearance of a minimum at low cutoff
distance for short T that ceases to exist for longer T in
Figs. 7(b) and 7(c), the global minimum scheme appar-
ently possesses higher relative error for short T [Figs. 9
(b) and 9 (c)]. Note also that even when the time length
T is sufficiently long, e.g., T = 50000−100000, the global
minimum scheme fails to identify the interaction radius
when the noise level is highest, i.e., η0 = 1.8pi, and inter-
action radius R is short, i.e., R = 1.5−2.0 [cross-marked
boxes in Fig. 9(c)].
Figure 10 shows the relative error in identifying the in-
teraction radius at different noise levels using convexity
score scheme. Although global minimum scheme pos-
9sesses high relative error at moderate noise when data
length is short [Fig. 9(b)] but the convexity score scheme
identifies the interaction radius satisfactorily [Fig. 10(b)].
Like the global minimum scheme, the convexity score
scheme fails to identify the interaction radius when the
interaction radius R is short (R = 1.5, 2) and noise level
is very high [Fig. 10(c)].
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we examined the performance of two
heuristic schemes using the derivative of transfer entropy
with respect to cutoff distance λ, d〈TE〉λdλ : global mini-
mum and convexity score scheme for determining the in-
teraction radius by using the modified VM. The striking
feature -based on which we proposed the two schemes-
is that d〈TE〉λdλ exhibits a kink near the actual interac-
tion radius. A method that is capable of determining
the exact location of that kink can be used in inferring
interaction radius.
For short time length (at the moderate and high level
of noise) for the modified VM, the derivative of aver-
age TE exhibits a minimum at low cutoff distances that
produce a relatively high error for the global minimum
scheme. Moreover, in real experiments it is not neces-
sarily possible to get sufficiently long trajectories with
small noises, and the global minimum scheme may yield
some non-negligible error especially for short trajecto-
ries with noise. In this paper, an alternative scheme was
presented, based on the property of convexity of d〈TE〉λdλ
at the coarse-grained level and the assumption of time-
invariance of the underlying interaction domain. For the
modified VM, the scheme could capture the underlying
interaction radius at the low and moderate levels of noise
especially for relatively short time length, ca. T=12,000-
25,000 for which global minimum scheme possesses high
relative error (at moderate noise level). These two heuris-
tic schemes are compliment to each other and, as for
appropriate usages, one should first visualize transfer en-
tropy as a function of cutoff distance λ with its deriva-
tives with respect to cutoff distance to confirm the exis-
tence of abrupt changes along the cutoff distance. Sig-
nificant changes in the derivative of TE with respect to
cutoff distance were also observed for classical trajecto-
ries of particles interacting via Lennard-Jones potential
(not shown), and the existence of some significant change
along cutoff distance around the typical length scale of
interactions may be ubiquitous.
In systems with many variables, identifying causal re-
lationships is a daunting task. An important aspect of
systems that should be exploited, however, is that partic-
ular variable may be only influencing another particular
variable at certain time instances. We have shown that
filtering out those time instances where influence does not
occur greatly improves the identification of causal rela-
tionships. In the Vicsek model, for example, two agents
may only interact when their distance is less than a cer-
tain threshold. To pose this as a question, we wonder at
which value of interaction radius R does the motion of
one agent influence the motion of another? More gener-
ally, we ponder the question: at which levels of variable
X does variable Y influence variable Z? In future work,
we will demonstrate the applicability of this method by
applying it to data sets stemming from different fields.
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Appendix A: Estimated interaction radius at R = 2.0
Figure (11) shows the derivative of average TE for dif-
ferent time lengths along with the identified interaction
radius based on convexity score scheme at different noise
levels. It has been found that at low and moderate noise
levels the convexity score scheme identifies the interac-
tion radius satisfactorily [Figs. 11(a) and 11(b)]. But at
very high level of noise (η0 ≈ 1.8pi) this scheme performs
satisfactorily for longer T but possesses higher relative
error for shorter T [Fig. 11(c)].
Appendix B: Convexity score
According to the definition convexity score κ is maxi-
mum at the point for which the d〈TE〉λdλ is strongly convex
and κ is minimum where the curve is concave. Figure
(12) shows the convexity score for very high noise level
(η0 = 1.8pi) at different interaction radii R. For R = 1.5
[Fig. 12(a)] positive convexity scores have been obtained
only for short T (T = 12, 000 − 25, 000) which are asso-
ciated with the minimum at low cutoff distance λ. Since
d〈TE〉λ
dλ has no convex point for T = 50, 000 − 100, 000
for R = 1.5, the convexity score scheme fails to identify
interaction radius. For R = 2.0 even though convexity
score scheme fails for T = 50, 000 but it identifies inter-
action radius for T = 100, 000 [Fig. 12(b)]. For R = 2.5
convexity score scheme can identify the interaction radius
almost perfectly only for higher T (T = 50, 000−100, 000)
[Fig. 12(c)].
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Figure 11. Derivative of average TE for different time lengths along with the identified interaction radius based on convexity
score scheme at (a) η0 = 0.2pi, (b) η0 = 1.2, pi and (c) η0 = 1.8pi for R = 2.0, δ = 1 × 10−6, and {n} = {n|1 ≤ n ≤ 50} and
{M} = {M |2 ≤M ≤ 30}.
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Figure 12. Convexity score κ at (a) R = 1.5, (b) R = 2.0, and (c) R = 2.5 at η0 = 1.8pi.
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